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We seek to understand collective third-party intervention in violent incidents. Based on analyses of 131 video clips captured on mobile phones, we argue that bodily alignment between bystanders creates situational groups that encourage collective de-escalatory action. Qualitative analysis reveals that third parties generate situational groups when they create circular formations, providing greater opportunities to notice each other’s monitoring of the situation while separating those focused on the incident from others just passing by. Statistical analysis shows that the formation of situational groups facilitates the collectivization of de-escalatory action. In contrast to popular but outdated ideas about the dangerous influence of assemblies on individual behaviour (allegedly leading to disorder or apathy), our findings emphasize the self-regulatory, defusing capacity of gatherings.
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INTRODUCTION

Support for the ‘bystander effect’—the idea that larger the number of people present, less likely are they to intervene when others are in need—has weakened over time. Third parties are less passive than previously thought.1 In conducting a video analysis of street violence, our original aim was to identify the conditions that facilitate intervention. After viewing several videos, we observed how frequently bystanders engaged in collective de-escalatory action. This was surprising because violence presents an uncertain environment to be caught in, perhaps more so for the bystander. What is it, then, about being part of a collective that facilitates intervention in

1 The highly publicized absence of intervention in the Kitty Genovese murder, which went on to kindle the bystander effect, has since been found to be exaggerated (e.g. Manning et al. 2007).
an uncertain environment? The central objective of this paper became, therefore, to identify the processes that precede and facilitate collective intervention.

Following an inductive approach based on visual analysis of 131 incidents of physical violence and altercations that did not turn violent, we developed the notion of situational groups—the physical co-presence of people aware that they are together in the same situation—to explain collective third-party intervention. Our focus is on non-verbal, bodily forms of de-escalatory action.

Our paper relates to ‘the new visibility’ (Thompson 2005; Goldsmith 2010): the increased opportunities for civilians, law enforcement officers and authorities to monitor behaviour, resulting from the ubiquitous presence of recording devices and mass dissemination of video footage. Activists and ordinary civilians collect and compile phone recordings of police–civilian encounters to evidence police misdemeanour (Jones and Raymond 2012); the police employ CCTV footage to trace suspects; and in court, various forms of video material are used as (counter-) evidence (see Goodwin 1994 on the use of video recordings in the Rodney King trial). The world-wide protests against racism and excessive police violence sparked by bystander footage depicting the killing of George Floyd by police officers in Minneapolis in May 2020 are exemplary. On the other hand, older ideas about the passivity of bystanders now reappear in the form of complaints about people eagerly filming an incident rather than trying to de-escalate it. More fundamentally, phone filming might dehumanize the people they record into objects of entertainment, instead of generating empathy (cf. Baumann 1993: 177–8, quoted by Carrabine 2012: 467). Indeed, we often observed multiple recorders commenting on the entertainment value of the spectacle. However, our findings also clearly show that collective de-escalatory action is prevalent in the age of phone recording.

By studying third-party intervention as a collective effort, we advance earlier social psychological studies on bystander behaviour that seek to explain (in)action at the level of individuals (see for a review Fischer et al. 2011). Our data allow analysing de-escalatory action as it happens in real-life situations rather than in laboratory settings. While ours is not the first study of bystander behaviour based on video data (Levine et al. 2011; Bloch et al. 2018; Liebst et al. 2018, 2019; Philpot et al. 2019), our notion of situational group formation is original for it identifies the process that facilitates collective de-escalatory action.

FROM THE BYSTANDER EFFECT TO BYSTANDER SITUATIONAL GROUPS

Latane and Darley (1968) paved the way for the prolific social-psychological research tradition on the bystander effect: the finding that individuals are less likely to help people in need when more others are present as each tends to feel less responsible. However, most experiments that have found supportive evidence for the bystander effect did not concern (the threat of) actual violence (Fischer et al. 2006: 268; Levine and Manning 2013: 239). In the few earlier experimental studies that simulated the threat of violence (e.g. with actors simulating a near rape in a parking lot close to research participants) or in which incidents were convincingly enacted (e.g. a confederate’s screaming and moaning expressing great pain), the bystander effect was either not found or found to be reversed (Darley et al. 1973; Harari et al. 1985). In their meta-analysis of bystander research, Fischer et al. (2011: 527, 534) found that when communication between bystanders is real (rather than experimentally manipulated), when their presence is physical (rather than implied) and when they are unsuspecting individuals (rather than instructed confederates), the presence of additional bystanders leads to more, not less, individual helping behaviour in emergency situations (see also Greitemeyer and Mügge 2015).
Convincing evidence of helping behaviour in real-life violent incidents is provided by Levine et al.’s (2011) pioneering study. Based on 42 incidents captured on CCTV footage, they found that third parties were more likely to engage in de-escalatory rather than escalatory action, and did so more often as group size increased. The study also showed that de-escalatory behaviour is a collective effort (Levine et al. 2011: 409).

We propose that the process of bodily alignment involved in situational group formation is more likely to result in collective intervention. Here, we follow a clue provided by one of the founding fathers of the bystander effect paradigm. In 1973, Darley and colleagues found that the ‘helping rate was […] affected not simply by the presence of other bystanders, but by their physical orientation vis-à-vis each other; groups in a facing orientation were more likely to respond than non-facing groups’ (Darley et al. 1973: 396–8). People facing one another could monitor startle responses—an orientation toward the noise, a facial expression of concern, etc.—among group members (Darley et al. 1973: 396).

Early sociological work on how individuals assemble in public space noted that a ‘point of common interest’ tends to generate a circular arrangement of individuals, a ring formation, because it allows for the most efficient organization of individuals around such common point of interest (Milgram and Toch 1969: 518; quoted in McPhail 1994: 42–3). Following McPhail (1994: 48–9), collective orientations develop because the ‘extraordinary is noteworthy’. Specifically, he notes that arguments, fights and arrests can lead to shifts in orientation, which ‘are frequently followed by converging locomotion that results in the formation of arcs and rings around the actors’ (McPhail 1994: 49).

Bloch et al. (2018: 1057–8) studied the appearance of what they termed ‘caring collectives’—groups of bystanders who engage in coordinated caring and consoling behaviour towards victims, ‘typically in the aftermath of the violent conflict’. Bloch et al. (2018: 1058) also note that the development of such collectives involves a specific spatial form: a crescent shape, a ring formation around the victim, which provides, as Bloch et al. (2018: 1063) aptly quote Goffman (1961: 18), ‘an eye-to-eye ecological huddle that maximizes each participant’s opportunity to perceive the other participants’ monitoring of him’. Situational group formation, therefore, concerns the development of a shared sense of being together in the same situation, which can be attained by circular formations in which individuals align themselves around a common focus of attention.

One further step is needed to explain why situational group formation encourages people to engage in collective de-escalatory action. Durkheim (1995/1912: 231–2; see also Collins 2004: 48) noted that assemblies in which bodily aligned participants have developed a shared focus of attention generate feelings of group membership. Now if collective intervention works through feelings of group membership, we expect that third parties intervene in synchrony, matching their de-escalatory action in time (Mogan et al. 2017: 15).

Alternatively, it can be argued that the relationship between situational group formation and collective intervention works through the calculus of individual bystanders (see Felson and Tedeschi 1993): third parties may be more likely to intervene if they see that others who are watching could assist or sound the alarm if they get in danger, or they may be prompted to intervene as they recognize that others are inclined to do the same. If intervention follows individual calculus, bystanders are more likely to wait and take into account what the other bystanders are doing while they consider taking de-escalatory action. Below, we will consider the validity of the ‘groupness’ versus the ‘calculus’ explanations.

**METHODOLOGY: DATA, SAMPLING, CODING AND ANALYSIS**

**Data and sampling**

In contrast to prior studies on de-escalatory behaviour based on CCTV footage (Levine et al. 2011; Liebst et al. 2018; Philpot et al. 2019), we used videos captured on mobile phones. CCTV
footage rarely has sound, while both verbal and nonverbal utterances can be useful to understand the unfolding interaction (Lindegaard and Bernasco 2018).

We obtained our data from freely available video uploading websites such as YouTube, Liveleaks and WorldStarHipHop. Search terms with the English keywords ‘brawl’, ‘fight’, ‘street fight’ and ‘assault’ yielded prolific data. The lion’s share of the clips was from English-speaking countries (mainly the United States and the United Kingdom, two from Australia and one from Canada), simply due to our English search terms but probably also reflecting the high number of video uploads from these countries. The remaining clips were from Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, France, Germany, Japan, India, the Netherlands, the Philippines and Spain.

We used the following criteria to compile our data corpus. First, we only included clips in which at least two third parties were visible for the duration of the clip. Second, we added extreme cases to increase variation concerning the severity of the violence. On the one hand, we included incidents that involved just one push, slap or punch as well as altercations which did not end in violence, using the keywords ‘argument’ and ‘altercation’. On the other hand, we added clips in which antagonists displayed and/or used weapons (apart from guns), using keywords ‘knife fight’ and ‘machete fight’. Prior studies indicate that intervention is related to ‘emergency awareness’—how clear it is that help is required and the degree to which third parties perceive the distress of victims (Fischer et al. 2006: 276; 2011: 533). Therefore, we need to take the severity of the violence into account. Third, we excluded fights that seemed to be arranged on the basis of any of the following criteria: the fight was a schoolyard or backyard fight between young people and the bystanders, having about the same age, were yelling the names of the antagonists and/or the title of the clip indicated the names of the two antagonists (e.g. ‘Mike vs. Eric’); the defeated party visibly acknowledged his opponent’s victory; the antagonists were wearing protective clothing; or a referee was present.

A final note on gender: the overwhelming majority of incidents was between males (see Table 1). We purposively excluded females-only fights to restrict variation and also because they often seemed to be arranged (back yard fights with referees).

Because the use of phone recorded footage is uncommon in criminology and the social sciences more broadly, our data warrant further discussion. One concern about using phone-recorded footage uploaded onto websites is that we often know little about the rationale for their recording and uploading. There may thus be hidden selection biases in the material available online. Another concern is whether the recording itself influenced the behaviour of third parties. Experimental studies by Van Bommel et al. (2014) show that noticing the presence of CCTV cameras or visibility via webcam makes third parties more likely to intervene. Nevertheless, it may not be the presence of cameras per se but the imagined audience as well as the kind of behaviour thought to be (un)acceptable for this audience that affects individual behaviour (Briggs et al. 2016: 6). In our data, the recorders conveyed ambiguous messages. Some communicated excitement rather than concern. Only in a few cases, the act of recording was meant to deter antagonists from turning to violence (‘Don’t do it! They are taping it!’ and ‘I have it all on camera’). Several videos showed more than one person recording the altercation. Whatever the moral message, the recording itself probably contributed to establishing a shared focus of attention. In other words, our data may be positively biased towards the formation of situational groups. Third, one might think that our data are skewed towards atypical, more noteworthy incidents of street violence that attract circular formations around them. However, in the majority of our cases, we did not observe situational group formation, and we did not consider these cases less noteworthy than the ones in which bystanders created circular arrangements around the incident. Fourth, our video material is drawn from a population unknown to us. However, given the variation in de-escalatory behaviour, situational group formation as well as in the severity
of the violence (see Table 1), we trust that our data allow to explore the theoretical connection between situational group formation and collective third-party intervention.

Coding and analysis

Our study involved repeated sessions of watching and discussing the clips for over two years. The coding scheme we developed provided indicators used in the statistical analyses. The qualitative analysis was based on transcripts of three contrasting video clips. We will first describe the numerical indicators and then discuss the transcripts.

For each clip, we coded the presence of circular formations when at least three people were standing facing one another, their faces oriented towards the incident and their backs away from it. We only noted this form of bodily alignment if it appeared before anyone, if at all, intervened. To enhance the precision and transparency of our coding, we timestamped our codes (in minutes and seconds) and noted which persons were part of these formations. We coded the formation of lines prior to bodily de-escalation when at least two people stood next to each other with their faces oriented towards the antagonists. People sitting in a line (e.g. in a bus or train) were not coded as such, unless they got up from their seats to form a line as they stood together.

We coded and timestamped bodily de-escalatory behaviour when we observed third parties taking one of the following actions: walking towards the antagonists with open-handed gestures; waving their arms; making contact by touching or patting the antagonists; restraining or moving an antagonist away from the altercation; pulling people apart and putting one’s body in between the antagonists (these codes are largely derived from Levine et al. 2011: 408). We also noted who performed these actions and when.

We coded the following indicators that we suspected would affect the likelihood of situational groups forming and/or for bystanders engaging in bodily de-escalatory action: First, we noted how often third parties signalled their attentiveness to the incident prior to bodily de-escalatory behaviour (see, e.g., the storylines of clips 18 and 27 below). We counted vocal responses (escalatory or de-escalatory verbal utterances and exclamations of excitement or aversion) and pointing gestures in the direction of the antagonists. Second, the number of persons visible in each clip—except for the antagonists and recorders—to estimate the potential pool of intervening third parties. Third, whether physical violence was of low intensity (only one push, shove, punch or slap) or was absent altogether. Fourth, how many antagonists were involved in the incident, their gender and whether they displayed or used weapons, including knives, machetes, sticks, clubs or improvised weapons such as bottles (our data do not include incidents involving firearms). Fifth, we distinguished open spaces (streets, squares, parks etc.) from confined spaces such as pubs, restaurants and shops as well as buses, trains and train platforms. We suspected the lack of escape routes and limited manoeuvring room in confined spaces to deter bystanders from intervening (Dhattiwala 2016). Sixth, as prior research pointed to the importance of group identification between victims and bystanders for the latter to intervene (Levine and Manning 2013; Slater et al. 2013; Liebst et al. 2019), we observed: (1) whether a third party and an antagonist remained close (at touching distance) to each other as they moved through space; (2) whether they called each other by their names; (3) whether they touched each other, other than to de-escalate the conflict (for instance, by holding hands) and (4) whether they shared a vehicle or other object (for instance, a bag or skateboard). We discussed each case in which we observed one or more of these behaviours to determine whether third parties had pre-existing ties with one of the antagonists. Finally, we noted whether the event took place during day- or nighttime, whether the clip was recorded in English-language countries or elsewhere and the duration of the clip.

2 We attempted to code bystanders’ mutual monitoring, but it turned out we could hardly verify to whom bystanders were looking exactly and by whom they were looked at, especially when larger numbers of bystanders were present.
The three authors first coded the above indicators separately. We then discussed the ratings we did not agree on. To estimate the external reliability of our coding, assistants coded the indicators in 59 (four assistants) and 38 clips (three assistants). Krippendorff’s alpha scores were calculated with the ReCal OIR webservice (Freelon 2013). They were 0.66 for whether bystanders and antagonists had prior ties; 0.74 for whether the violence was moderate or not; 0.77 for the appearance of a circular formation; 0.79 for the appearance of a line formation; 0.86 for whether a weapon was displayed and again 0.86 for whether a space was confined or open; 0.90 for whether the incident also involved female antagonists; and 1.0 for whether the event took place during day- or nighttime, or whether this could not be identified, for instance when the incident took place in an underground carriage. To assess the inter-rater reliability of our observations of bystanders’ vocalizations and pointing gestures, the authors and an assistant coded 25 clips, resulting in intra class correlations coefficients of, respectively, 0.91 and 0.92. The number of antagonists, intervening third parties and people present were counted by the authors separately and then compared until agreement was reached.

To assess the relationship between situational group formation and collective third-party intervention, we used a Poisson regression model (as the outcome variable is a count of the number of individuals who took de-escalatory action). Because our data are drawn from an unknown population with an unknown distribution, we refrain from inferential interpretation of the statistical results. Therefore, we ignore and do not report the $p$-values, standard errors and confidence intervals of our results, and instead focus on the effects of the variables that are found for the data that we have.

As the highest variance inflation factor (VIF) value was 2.46 and the mean VIF was 1.58, issues of multicollinearity are negligible. We also checked for observations with large differences between predicted and observed values. Re-estimated models, without ‘offending’ observations, did not produce substantially different results than shown in Table 2.

After conducting the statistical analyses, we created storylines of three contrasting cases that reveal commonalities observed in our data. The storylines are transcriptions of the action sequences of bystanders in relation to the unfolding incident, allowing us to qualitatively understand processes of bodily alignment and bodily de-escalatory action. In the first case, situational group formation and bodily de-escalatory action did not occur; in the second, situational group formation occurred and bystanders engaged in simultaneous collective bodily de-escalatory action; in the third, situational group formation occurred but it took a relatively long time before collective third-party intervention took place.

**Ethical considerations**

The use of videos for research purposes poses distinct ethical challenges, largely due to the non-anonymous content of the videos. For repurposed videos, ethical considerations become even less clear. Generally speaking, ethical guidelines for digital spaces tend to be less restrictive (Corneil 2012), with the consent of participants being less stringent for data acquired from the public domain including the internet. Even so, we ensured the anonymization of people’s names, when known, and blurred the faces in the stills (Figures 1–6). While our video corpus and code log are open to use and inspect by other researchers upon request, we require that they take the same measures to ensure the anonymity of the persons portrayed as we did here. To give an impression of the video material without revealing the identity of the persons captured on the recordings, we ‘cartoonized’ the clips we transcribed into storylines (see below). They can be viewed at https://www.violent-interactions.org/research-material/video-data/phone-recorded-footage-of-antagonistic-encounters-in-urban-public-spaces.
SITUATIONAL GROUP FORMATION AND COLLECTIVE THIRD-PARTY INTERVENTION

Before we discuss the relationship between situational group formation and collective third-party intervention, we consider descriptive statistics of our data first (see Table 1).

Third parties engaged in bodily de-escalatory action in nearly three quarter of the situations in our data. On average, two bystanders engaged in de-escalatory action, which is over 10 per cent of all people present in each case (except for the antagonists and the recorder). While we cannot know to what extent these numbers are representative for all forms of street violence, they do provide an optimistic view of the behaviour of third parties—all the more so given that in over half of the cases, they were most likely strangers to the antagonists. However, we can compare these results with prior research into third-party intervention based on CCTV footage. First, Liebst et al. (2018: 37; 2019: 601) noted averages of 15.8 and 18.3 bystanders present at violent incidents, close to our count of 18.9. Second, Philpot et al. (2019: 71) found that in 90 per cent of situations, at least one bystander physically intervened and that the average number of third parties intervening was 3.76.

We observed the appearance of situational groups (circular formations) in over 27 per cent of the cases; they comprised 12 bystanders on average. In over half of our clips, we saw people standing in a line watching the incident. As we will describe below, situational groups could emerge from such line formations. Bystanders abundantly vocalized their attentiveness to the incident; we heard over 20 of such utterances on average. They were, however, much less likely to use their arms to gesture that something noteworthy occurred; we observed only 1.1 of such gestures on average. As for the severity of violence, weapons were used or displayed in over a quarter of the

Table 1  Descriptive statistics, N = 131 video clips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary indicators</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodily de-escalatory action</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>74.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational group formation</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line formation</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately or non-violent incidents</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confined space</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior relationship between bystanders and antagonists</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident involved females</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident occurred at nighttime</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident occurred at daytime</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of incident unclear</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English speaking country</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count indicators</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># third parties who took de-escalatory action</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># third parties in situational group</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># third-party vocalizations</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># third-party pointing gestures</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># people present</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># antagonists involved in incident</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Third-party escalation occurred in 29 per cent of the 131 cases.
cases. On the other hand, violence was limited to just one punch, slap or push (6 cases), or absent altogether (20 cases) in about one-fifth of cases. On average 2.6 persons were part of the conflict. Nearly 46 per cent of the incidents occurred in confined spaces, such as pubs, restaurants and shops (10 cases, 8 per cent) and buses, trains and train platforms (50 cases, 38 per cent), whereas the remaining 54 per cent took place in streets, squares, parks and beaches.

In about a quarter of the cases, we could not determine whether it was night- or daytime, as these incidents took place in underground carriages or platforms. Of the remaining cases, 22 per cent occurred during the night and 53 per cent at daytime. More specifically, only 12 out of our 131 cases could be related to the nighttime economy, as they occurred in or near pubs, bars and cafés at night. As a result of our data selection decisions, 84 per cent of our clips was recorded in an English-speaking country and only 6.9 per cent of the incidents involved both females and males. Finally, the average length of our video footage was one minute and 57 seconds (not shown in Table 1).

We can now consider the relationship between situational group formation and the collectivization of bodily de-escalatory action. To start with, the average number of intervening third parties was 3.58 in situational groups, while it was 1.40 in all other situations. Table 2 displays the results of a multivariable Poisson regression analysis of the number of third parties who took de-escalatory action.

Table 2  Poisson regression analysis of the number of third parties who took bodily de-escalatory action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situational group</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line formation</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># third-party vocalizations</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># third-party pointing gestures</td>
<td>−1.04&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># people present</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately or non-violent incidents</td>
<td>−1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior relationship between bystanders and antagonists</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident involved females</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># antagonists involved in the incident</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confined space</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of incident (ref.: daytime)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nighttime</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English-speaking country</td>
<td>−1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clip duration</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 123<sup>b</sup>  Pseudo-R<sup>2</sup> 0.15

<sup>a</sup>We transformed IRRs lower than 1 into negative values for ease of interpretation.
<sup>b</sup>Eight cases had to be dropped from the dataset because we could not determine the number of vocalizations in them.

4 Instead of the formation of situational groups, the number of participants in such groups might be more influential on the collectivization of de-escalatory action. A model in which we had replaced the former variable by our count of the number of participants in situational groups produced a Bayesian information criteria (BIC) value that was 3.6 higher as compared to the model displayed in Table 2. It was 19.7 higher in a model that only included the count of the number of participants versus one that only included the situational group variable. As lower BIC values indicate more explained variation (Kass and Raftery 1995: 777), this test offers support to the situational group variable.
Table 2 shows that the incidence rate ratio (IRR) of the number of intervening bystanders was over two times larger in situations where a situational group had formed as compared to that of situations without a situational group, controlling for the other variables in the model. Situations in which we observed line formations had an IRR of intervening bystanders of only 1.17 as compared to situations without such formation. Bystanders’ vocalizations virtually did not affect the IRR of people who took de-escalatory action, and their gesturing towards the incident did so only marginally. We conclude that collective intervention is much more facilitated through circular spatial-bodily formations that allow bystanders to notice each other’s monitoring than through the extent to which they express their attentiveness to the incident as such.

The total number of people present hardly affected the IRR of intervening bystanders. In line with prior work emphasizing ‘emergency awareness’ as a prerequisite for intervention (Fischer et al. 2006: 276; 2011: 533), we found that incidents involving just one push, slap or punch or altercations, in which physical violence was absent altogether, reduced the IRR of intervening third parties with nearly 60 per cent as compared to cases in which more severe forms of violence were committed. Strikingly, the presence of weapons hardly reduced the IRR at which bystanders intervened. We observed third parties using buckets, sticks and chairs to get between antagonists who wielded knives or machetes.

In situations where we noted the existence of prior social ties between bystanders and antagonists, the IRR was nearly one-third larger. This result is in accordance with earlier work which found that group identification and prior ties between victims and bystanders increased the likelihood of intervention (Levine and Manning 2013; Slater et al. 2013; Liebst et al. 2019). The results also show (slightly) higher rates of intervening bystanders when female antagonists were involved, when they occurred at night, when the incident took place in a confined space and when the incident occurred in a non-English-speaking country. Lastly, the number of antagonists involved in the incident, whether the time of the day was unclear and the duration of the clip hardly affected the IRR of intervening bystanders.

One remaining issue is what makes situational group formation conducive to collective intervention. We suggested two processes: feelings of group membership and individual calculus. If the former is at work, we expect that third parties act as one, with immediate matching of de-escalatory action. If collective intervention works through individual calculus, we expect lower levels of synchrony as bystanders consider and await the actions of others present. In the 28 cases in which we observed situational group formation and collective intervention, the average time gaps between the first, second and third intervening individuals were four to five seconds (standard deviations four seconds). In five cases, we did not observe time lags of over one second between the first three intervening third parties. Here, bystanders had developed a strong focus towards the incident, their vocal responses were equivocal and signaled urgency (especially in knife fights). While these results should be taken as tentative given the low number of cases, they seem to suggest that situational group formation mostly works to reduce the perceived costs and risks of de-escalatory action.

---

5 Estimating them separately, our indicators of non-violent versus moderately violent situations turned out to yield virtually similar effect sizes.

6 This finding can be related to the higher de-escalation rates noted by the aforementioned studies based on CCTV footage; given the prevalence of surveillance cameras in inner city leisure areas, these studies are more likely to include incidents related to urban nightlife; groups of friends going out at night might be more inclined to intervene.

7 In 6 out of all 36 cases in which we observed situational group formation, there was only one intervening bystander, and in 2 cases intervention did not occur at all. We only included the time lags between the first three intervening individuals, given the low number of cases in which over three individuals took de-escalatory action.
BODILY ALIGNMENT AND DE-ESCALATORY ACTION

Our qualitative analysis further explores the relationship between bodily alignment and de-escalatory action. We will consider contrasting types of situations: situations in which bodily alignment did not occur and situations in which circular formations appeared. In the latter cases, third parties not only signalled their awareness of both the incident and one another, but also demarcated the site of the incident from the surrounding space.

Disalignment

In 57 clips, we did not observe bodily alignment. To understand how third parties typically react to the unfolding conflict in these situations, we provide the storyline of such a case below. It contains common features of disalignment situations that help us understand the conditions under which bodily alignment develops or not. The incident took place in a subway and was witnessed by at least eight third parties, the recorder excluded. The numbers in square brackets indicate the time elapsed since the start of the clip.

Storyline of clip 20

[0:00] Two men are exchanging provocations in a subway carriage. Antagonist A is standing in front of B who is sitting on a bench. B says: ‘Touch me’. A male bystander (1) sitting next to B swiftly turns his head to look at the incident. Another male bystander (2) sitting on the same bench stares ahead. A warns B: ‘[...unclear] I will beat you up good’. B responds: ‘Touch me’. [0:03] They repeat this sequence two times. Meanwhile, third parties are silently watching the scene or are looking away from the incident (Figure 1). [0:05] A moves closer to B and states: ‘Call me a nigger again’, to which B replies: ‘I won’t fucking touch you’. [A is Afro-American and B probably Pacific Islander]. A reacts: ‘Call me a nigger’. B replies: ‘Touch me’. [0:10] Bystander 1, sitting close to B, looks away, surveying the train. Bystander 2 seated next to him maintains the same staring posture, away from the incident. A continues: ‘Give me the opportunity... tough guy’. [0:12] A steps back. B loudly says: ‘I will waste you, fucking bitch’. Bystander 2 continues to look away from the antagonists, two bystanders seated further away watch the incident. During the cycle of provocations, all third parties remain quiet. [0:13] A reacts to B’s insult by nodding dismissively. A male bystander (3) walks away, positioning himself further

Fig. 1 Still taken from clip 20 [0:03]. As one of the antagonists (standing, striped vest, dark cap) threatens his opponent (on bench with coat, hand between legs), two bystanders seated close by silently stare ahead.
back in the train. [0:14] B loudly says: ‘Touch me!’ A reacts by heaving up his arms. [0:16] As A lowers his arms again, B says: ‘Nigger’. [0:18] A swiftly slaps B in the face and continues to throw a series of hard punches at him. Now all third parties look at the fight but remain silent. [0:24] A exclaims ‘What?! What?!’, energetically moving away and towards B. At this point a male bystander stands up from his seat and is recording the incident on his phone. Other third parties do not react. Bystander 1 looks at A, holding his phone to his chest. [0:27] A says: ‘I told you’ and nods his head. Bystander 1 pulls up his shoulders and quickly turns his head and trunk away as if to protect himself, right before [0:28] A launches a hard punch and a loud slap at B’s face, saying ‘I told you’. [0:30] Now third parties start to make sounds: a male, seated some steps away, yells ‘You got him…’ [unclear] at A and a female (not visible) adds: ‘OK, all right, all right, all right, all right’. [0:31] A steps away from B, saying ‘I told you’ while pointing his finger at B.

This case highlights three features common to disalignment situations. The first is the infrequency of vocal responses. While the storyline indicates that third parties vocalized their concern after the second round of violence, they remained silent during the tense half minute that preceded it, from the altercation until the end of the second series of punching and slapping. Thirty seconds of silence is a long period of time, seen from the perspective of our clips.

The second common feature is that third parties prevent others from grasping their experience, that they indeed notice the altercation. When bystander 1 was scanning the environment [0:10], he did not make eye contact with other third parties in the subway carriage. During the entire clip, he did not even face bystander 2, who was sitting close to him, as the latter maintained his fixed gaze away from the incident until the violence broke out. The behaviour of bystander 3 [0:13] is telling as well: by moving to the back of the carriage, he signalled that he did not want to be part of the situation, thus undermining potential attempts by other third parties, such as those of bystander 1, to build up a shared experience. Similarily, when a man got up from his seat to record the incident [0:24], others did not acknowledge this. More generally, disaligned third parties pass by or evade the incident, often glancing at it quickly before looking away. Bystanders in buses and trains keep their eyes on their phones, newspapers or books, gaze outside or pretend to do so. Some get up from their seats and walk away while the train or bus is still moving. In all of these instances, bystanders do not signal to the others present that they notice what is happening, or signal that they do not want to be part of the situation.

The third common feature has to do with the form of intervention. As third parties do not develop a shared sense of being in the same situation, bodily de-escalatory action either does not come off or is taken by single individuals mostly rather than as a collective endeavour. Thus, the average number of de-escalating third parties in situations of disalignment was 1.19, while it was 2.62 in the remaining situations.

**Bodily alignment: circular formations**

We observed circular formations in 36 clips. To understand bodily alignment patterns and bodily de-escalatory action in these cases, we first present the storylines of clips 18 and 27—contrasting cases that reveal commonalities observed in our data. We counted 29 bystanders in clip 18 and 51 in clip 27.

**Storyline clip 18**

[0:00] Antagonists A and B are arguing on a subway platform. Some bystanders look at the antagonists; others keep talking or look away. The bystanders are either alone or form lines of two or three standing next to each other. [0:02] A male bystander (1) extends his arm to the protagonists and yells: ‘Do it! Do it!’ Another male bystander shouts: ‘Pussy! Pussy!’ and a third male bystander loudly says: ‘Don’t do it. Don’t do it.’ A female bystander adds: ‘No. No. No.’ [0:04] The antagonists engage in aggressive posturing with their faces very close to
each other. Most bystanders are now looking at the altercation. They form a ring around the antagonists with their bodies facing the incident. Some bystanders again shout ‘Don’t do it! Don’t do it!’ and ‘No, No’. Others yell: ‘Do it! Do it!’. Two male bystanders are recording the incident. [0:10] B gives A two hard blows to the face. A male bystander comments: ‘World Star!’ Another male bystander says: ‘Yeeaah!’ [0:14] Bystanders move closer to the fight. They make a lot of noise, ranging from ‘Beat his ass!’ to ‘Stop!’ and ‘Ooooohw’. [0:20] A and B push and shove each other. Bystanders again move closer to the antagonists, encircling them. [0:21] Although most bystanders are looking at the incident, they assume postures that signal non-involvement: arms crossed over the chest, hands in pockets and hands folded over the belly (Figure 2). [0:24] A is on his knees. B gives him a series of hard punches to the back of his head. [0:26] A female bystander (2) standing behind the turn tiles shouts: ‘Stop! Let it go!’ [0:28] Antagonist B pulls A to the ground and they start to wrestle. [0:39] A bystander sits down near the antagonists, smiles to his companion’s camera and raises his fingers in a V-shape. [0:43] A now sits on top of B and tries to choke him. Two bystanders stand only a meter away, one filming the incident. The other bystanders remain a little further away, maintaining their non-involved posturing. The wrestling continues. [0:47] Bystanders encourage the antagonists: ‘Do everything you can!’ [0:50] A bystander suggests: ‘Head butt! Head butt!’. We hear bystanders sniggering. A female bystander shouts: ‘Break it up! Break it up!’ [0:55] Bystander 2 moves towards the antagonists. She holds a phone in her hands. [0:58] Standing near the wrestling antagonists, bystander 2 swings her arm in a wide movement, nearly touching the face of A. [0:59] She then makes a swift, swiping gesture with her lower arm, pointing at B, but she does not touch the antagonists. She shouts: ‘Stop!’ (Figure 3). [1:01] A punches B in the face. Bystander 2 says ‘No!’ again. She puts her arms between the antagonists shortly and then pulls them away. [1:03] A and B continue to wrestle on the ground. [1:04] Bystander 2 steps back. She interrupts her intervention temporarily, looks around and yells: ‘Get off him.’ Then she touches her hair. Male bystanders begin to move around indecisively, sidestepping. [1:05] Antagonist A frees himself from B’s grip and stands up. As A is about to kick B who is lying on the ground, bystander 2 extends her arms forward and steps in between them, shouting ‘Stop!’ This does not prevent the antagonists from kicking each other. [1:10] A and B are on their feet, with their backs turned at bystander 2. Bystander 2 extends her underarms, hand palms

Fig. 2  Still taken from clip 18 [0:21]. Bystanders in a circular formation around the antagonists (not visible, behind the bystander in white shirt and the bystander in dark shirt with cap right to the pillar in the middle). Their posturing signals non-involvement. The bystander in the left-hand corner has his arms crossed over his chest; the bystander left to the pillar in the middle near the turnstile has his hands in his pockets; the two bystanders in the right-hand corner have their hands folded over their bellies.
downward. She shouts: ‘Stop it!’ Her hands go up and down, emphasizing her words. The antagonists do not react. [1:12] A male bystander (3) steps forward to intervene, immediately followed by another male bystander (4). Bystander 3 touches the back of antagonist A. He pushes him aside and then steps in between the antagonists, separating them by extending his arms, hand palms open. [1:14] Bystander 4 joins the intervention. He pats A on the back and then touches his arm. Bystander 1, who has been standing close to the fight all this time, pulls bystander’s 3 arm down. [1:15] Bystander 2 yells ‘Go home!’ to B. [1:16] Bystander 3 gestures to B and bystander 1, then turns his back at them, separating them from A. Bystander 4 extends his underarm, as to prevent A from moving to B. [1:18] A leaves the platform.

Storyline clip 27

[0:00] Antagonist A is phone recording B at an airport check-in area. B walks aggressively to A. Bystanders are standing in queues, waiting for their turns; only a few are attentive to the antagonism. [0:07] B tries to grab A’s phone while making sexual gestures close to A. Bystanders look at the altercation but remain in their queues and keep quiet. Airport officials are busy assisting customers at their desks. [0:10] B tries to grab A’s phone twice. [0:13] A remains at his position near a desk. B steps away from A and then approaches him again, bending his head close to B’s face. [0:18] A male bystander (1) walks towards the antagonists and stops about three meters away. He says something to B, who turns around and gives him the finger. [0:20] As the camera moves, two other bystanders (2, 3) appear to approach the antagonists. They form a line, standing next to each other with their bodies facing the antagonists, about four to five meters away. [0:21] B turns his back to the bystanders and continues to argue with A. [0:23] B again turns around, saying something to bystander 1 who is standing closest to him. [0:24] Right after that, bystanders 1–3 simultaneously move two to four steps in the direction of B (Figure 4). [0:27] B moves away from A, getting closer to the three bystanders. [0:29] B drops his coat [signalling his willingness to fight]. [0:31] Bystander 3 tries to calm down A. He extends his under arms, palms open and facing upwards. [0:35] B walks towards bystander 3. Bystander 3 says: ‘You don’t want to go to jail’ [0:36] Other bystanders move closer to B. A is again recording B, from only a meter away. [0:38] Bystander 3 asks again: ‘Do you want to go to jail?’ B shrugs his shoulders. He says: ‘I don’t care’ [? unclear] [0:42] B points at A. He says: ‘I don’t give a damn’. Four bystanders form a circular formation about two
yell: ‘Oh no!’ , ‘Stop it!’ , ‘Oh my God’ and ‘Don’t do it!’ [1:18] Five bystanders rush at B and grab him (Figure 6). [1:22] B is pushed to the ground and the five bystanders pile upon him.

Clips 18 and 27 reveal two common features that require detailed discussion: (1) the presence of vocal responses and (2) the positioning of third parties into spatial-bodily formations.

First, vocal responses can contribute to the development of a shared definition of the situation. In many clips, we heard responses similar to those in the storyline of clip 27. They took the form of simple, repetitive startle responses which signalled an urge to stop the fight: ‘Hey, hey, hey’ , ‘Stop it, stop it, stop it’ and ‘No, no, no’. Third parties also appealed to the antagonists to walk away from conflict, telling them to ‘Relax’ , ‘Chill out, chill out’ , ‘Let it go’ , ‘Come on’ , ‘Walk away, man’ and ‘Ignore it, ignore it’. Other third parties advised weighting the costs and benefits of pursuing a violent line of action: ‘It’s not worth it’ , ‘Not worth it guys’ , ‘It’s just rubbish’ , ‘Do you want to go to jail?’ and ‘Go to your family’.

In other cases, vocal responses were more equivocal. The storyline of clip 18 shows how third parties’ vocal responses proposed contrasting definitions of the situation. On the one hand, the giggling, sniggering and commentary underscoring violent actions clearly suggested that bystanders were enjoying the spectacle, with slaps, punches to the face and moves that felled an opponent eliciting ‘Oohw!’ , ‘Aahw!’ and ‘Yooohw!’ . Such exclamations of excitement also appeared in verbal form when bystanders yelled the name of the website where clips of violence can be uploaded: ‘World Star shit happening right here!’ or ‘YouTube!’ Bystanders also encouraged the fighters, saying things like ‘Come on man’ and ‘Do it, do it’. Clearly, the giggling, excited outcries and explicit encouragements to fight presented opposing definitions of the situation and proposed contrasting lines of action to the startle responses and verbal de-escalatory interventions of other third parties. However, even in situations of equivocality vocal responses signal that the incident has caught the attention of third parties, thus opening up their experience of the situation to others.

However, without the alignment of bodies into a distinct spatial form, the mutual recognition of sharing a focus of attention is less likely to develop as it is harder for third parties to see who is being attentive to the incident and who is not; as Table 2 shows, our coding of vocalizations and pointing gestures hardly increased the IRR of the number of intervening bystanders, while our
observation of situational group formation did. The storyline of clip 18 shows how third parties created a circular formation as they turned their bodies to watch the incident on the platform. They remained in this formation and moved closer to the antagonists as the incident unfolded. In other cases, we observed such formations developing out of prior line formations. Once third parties halt or change their prior positions to watch the incident, they tend to position themselves next to each other, as if on an imaginary line. This happened in clip 27 [0:20]. Rather than occupying dispersed positions in space to view the incident, bystanders often gravitate towards other bystanders, adjoining their bodies and standing with their faces oriented towards the incident.

When line formations remained stable during the incident and third parties moved closer to the antagonists, they tended to curve around them, creating crescent shapes or more completely rounded circular formations (see Figures 3 and 5). Compared to line formations, this encircling provides optimal opportunities for each third party to notice their monitoring of one another. We thus only consider circular formations as full-fledged situational groups. Another important difference between line and circular formations is that the latter more clearly separate third parties who are attentive to the incident from others who are just passing by. As they face the unfolding incident, third parties in circular formations literally turn their backs to others who are not part of the formation and to whatever else may then be happening in the public space.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Our work advances prior research by revealing the situational process that is conducive to the collectivization of de-escalatory behaviour: bodily aligned bystanders generate situational groups which increase the number of intervening third parties. Given the time lags between their interventions, we suggest that situational group formation reduces individual bystanders’ risk perceptions—although this latter finding is based on a small number of cases only. Individual calculus is very likely to come into play where the environment is unfamiliar, where the bystander is wary of retreat if caught in the fight (Darley and Latane 1970; Dhattiwala 2016).

Our qualitative observations emphasize the relationship between bodily alignment and bystanders’ opening up their experience of the situation to others. Circular formations not only provide more opportunities for each third party to notice their monitoring of one another, but they also more clearly separate third parties who are attentive to the incident from others who are not. Both features facilitate the development of a shared sense of being together in the same situation.

It could be argued that the formation of situational groups is itself already a form of intervention, and that there may be a selection process in which third parties who may de-escalate form circular arrangements. But if the individual propensity to intervene were to be the actual causal force, we would expect that the number of people taking de-escalatory action would increase proportionally when more people are present in the situation, instead of being related to situational group formation. However, our results show that the number of intervening bystanders is unrelated to how many people are present.

To our knowledge, these findings have not been described earlier. We were able to generate them after a careful inductive analysis of naturally occurring incidents captured on video material. Theoretically, our study contributes to a criminological understanding of assemblies as being capable of generating purposive, self-regulatory collective action that enhances public safety. Physical co-presence—incidental as it may be—can produce a collective self-awareness that can circumvent the uncertainty of a risky environment. Such conceptual move is needed, because outdated ideas about the dangerous or stultifying influences of gatherings on the behaviour of individuals still inform public debate and policy making (Stott and Drury 2017).
One remaining question is why the formation of situational groups results in conciliatory rather than escalatory behaviour. Experimental studies show that strong identification with an in-group leads to more in-group support of attackers’ behaviour, while weaker identification leads to less support, greater feelings of anger towards perpetrating group members (Mummendey and Otten 1993; Gordijn et al. 2006) and a greater tendency to defuse the situation (Slater et al. 2013: 10). These studies suggest that third-party behaviour is more likely to be de-escalatory when they are part of groups sharing weaker, momentarily identities, for instance when they are among strangers in public urban spaces.

The broader implications of our findings become clear once we acknowledge that situational groups cannot exist in a social vacuum. Recent events of police brutality in the United States urge us to scrutinize the relationship between third-party situational group formation and the structural asymmetry between antagonists. Would situational groups generate the same tendency to intervene where power relations between antagonists are skewed? In the recent police killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis, the hesitation of bystanders to ‘call the police on the police’ would be understandable because the police possess a mandate that legitimates and obligates violence (Manning 1980). Intervening a police officer conducting obligatory duty can lead to an arrest or even potential death.

The police–civilian encounter is a relation of extreme asymmetry. But asymmetry underlines situations of any violent conflict even when it is relatively more tractable. Gaining tractability, in other words moving towards de-escalation, implies a reduction in asymmetry between not only the antagonists but also between third parties and the antagonists.

Two contemporary developments likely contribute to a declining tolerance of explicit power and status asymmetries between people in urban public spaces, providing third parties with greater leeway to intervene. First, Wouters (2007: 217–9) argues that the moral regulation of demeanour in urban public spaces in the western world has become more informal and less hierarchical, with overt expressions of superiority and inferiority seen as offensive and shameful. Indeed, research shows that most complaints about the behaviour of strangers in urban public spaces involve the denial of mutuality and equality (Horgan 2019). People complain about those who claim too much space (e.g. bumping into others), too much attention (e.g. prolonged staring), or demean others based on status differences, thus making hierarchy explicit (e.g. cat-calling and racial slurs). Second, while the recording and mass dissemination of video footage of (street) violence is undoubtedly related to voyeurism, recording and watching these videos can also spark engagement (Tester 2001: 133, quoted in Carrabine 2012: 467). More specifically, psychological research into ‘morbid curiosity’ shows that people watch such footage to prepare themselves to being confronted with similar situations, prompting the question ‘what would I do’ (Niehoff and Oosterwijk 2020). Moreover, the awareness of visibility itself probably contributes to a further levelling of relations in urban public space (including those between civilians and police officers, see Goldsmith 2010).

Despite the pervasive presence of the visual in society, its analysis only takes up a marginal slice of criminological inquiry (but see Carrabine 2012). We hope that our paper sparks criminological interest in video material, not just as data, but also how its recording and dissemination change the relationships between civilians and between civilians and the state in matters of crime, social control and legitimacy.
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